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Figure 1: Three level PGN with random delays cell-cycle model with 1% of noise (PGN with
P = 0.99) activated by one single start pulse of F = 2 at t = −1,−2.
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Figure 2: Three level PGN with random delays cell-cycle model with 1% of noise (PGN with
P = 0.99) activated by F = Period 60 Oscillator.
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Figure 3: Three level PGN with random delays cell-cycle model with 1% of noise (PGN with
P = 0.99) activated by F = Period 45 Oscillator.
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Figure 4: Three level PGN with random delays cell-cycle model with 1% of noise (PGN with
P = 0.99) activated by F = Period 40 Oscillator.
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Figure 5: Three level PGN with random delays cell-cycle model with 1% of noise (PGN with
P = 0.99) activated by F = Period 35 Oscillator.
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Figure 6: Three level PGN with random delays cell-cycle model with 1% of noise (PGN with
P = 0.99) activated by F = Period 30 Oscillator.
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Figure 7: Three level PGN with random delays cell-cycle model with 1% of noise (PGN with
P = 0.99) activated by F = Period 25 Oscillator.
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Figure 8: Three level PGN with random delays cell-cycle model with 1% of noise (PGN with
P = 0.99) activated by F = Period 20 Oscillator.
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Figure 9: Three level PGN with random delays cell-cycle model with 1% of noise (PGN with
P = 0.99) activated by F = Period 15 Oscillator.
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Figure 10: Three level PGN with random delays cell-cycle model with 1% of noise (PGN with
P = 0.99) activated by F = Period 10 Oscillator.
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Figure 11: Three level PGN with random delays cell-cycle model with 1% of noise (PGN with
P = 0.99) activated by F = Period 8 Oscillator.
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Figure 12: Three level PGN with random delays cell-cycle model with 1% of noise (PGN with
P = 0.99) activated by F = Period 6 Oscillator.
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Figure 13: Three level PGN with random delays cell-cycle model with 1% of noise (PGN with
P = 0.99) activated by F = Period 4 Oscillator.
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Figure 14: Three level PGN with random delays cell-cycle model with 1% of noise (PGN with
P = 0.99) activated by constant F = 2.
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